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They tend to treat their readers like fools without willpower. So you could argue that they’re wrong for the right reasons.
All the Personal-Finance Books Are Wrong
A new study compares scholarly economic theory to the most-read personal finance books and finds both groups could learn a thing or two from the other side.
What’s the smart money move on debt, savings and mortgages? Personal finance experts and economists can differ
The DeFi sector in CoinDesk DACS refers to projects that support financial products and services that are not facilitated with any central entity.
Diving Deep Into DeFi to Navigate the New Wave of Finance
It helped humans survive back in the day when we faced existential threats from nature,” says Courtney Cardin, co-founder of Aura Finance, a financial wellness and investment platform that is ...
How a 'scarcity mindset' can lead to financial mistakes
When a scarcity mindset isn’t rooted in a real need to avoid hungry lions, it can lead you to make choices that aren’t actually in your best interest.
Scarcity mindset is natural, but can lead to poor financial decisions. Learn to make the fear work for you.
In 1994, financial advisor William Bengen published a paper that answered this very question ... and 50% in bonds (intermediate term Treasuries). Using this asset allocation, he tested a range ...
What Is The 4% Rule For Retirement Withdrawals?
Michelle Levy’s proposals to overhaul financial advice laws lay a path for super funds to flood the advice market. But any move by the booming sector to broaden its scope of advice will prompt fresh ...
Big super funds face tricky path in offering financial advice
A joint-venture company owned by 12 European banks and IBM, it promised to enhance cash flow by digitizing paper ... finance platforms not only have tried-and-tested functionality that maps onto ...
Blockchain revolution meets hard reality in trade finance
The paper ranked both actual ... Because long-term care is a key concern, life annuities may help retirees with limited financial assets protect themselves from catastrophic risk, according ...
Retirees may be focusing on the wrong risks to financial security, due to 'exaggerated assessments of market volatility'
While pundits caution that schools are facing catastrophic teacher shortages — the result of substantial exit from the profession during the chaos of COVID — new research indicates that those warnings ...
The ‘Mass Exodus’ of Teachers Never Happened, Paper Argues
The issuance of short-term corporate debt has spiked as Nigerian firms took advantage of the low cost of finance and short maturity period to bolster ...
Commercial paper issuance rises as firms raise N249bn
The deadline for submission of public comments on consultation paper, which was floated on August 4, is to end on August 31.
Sebi extends deadline for public comments on consultation paper on blue bonds
Germany wants to create a new financial crime authority that would bundle several fragmented competencies, including sanctions enforcement, said a finance ministry paper on Tuesday.
Germany plans new financial crime authority in bid to tackle money laundering
Quotation requirements and following the subsequent approval of the Board Listings and Markets Committee of FMDQ Securities Exchange Limited (FMDQ Exchange or the Exchange), the Infinity Microfinance ...
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